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About the Class 
In this class you will review and expand your knowledge of algebra. You will learn about different types of 
functions and how to analyze their equations and graphs. You will study matrices and their applications, and 
you will learn how to solve systems of equations. You will use the algebra you learn to solve real-world 
problems. You will also review and expand your knowledge of trigonometry. You will learn how to find missing 
parts of any triangle, how to apply trigonometry to solve problems involving other polygons, and how angles, 
circles, and wave functions are related through trigonometry. 
 

Supplies Needed  
 

Calculator 
 You should have a scientific calculator for this class. You will want to have access to trigonometric function 

("sin", "cos", "tan") exponent ("xy"), logarithm ("log" and "ln") keys.  
 Many times during the class you may find a graphing calculator, such as the TI-83 or TI-84, useful. These 

will be particularly helpful when we study matrices and function analysis. If you continue into Math Analysis 
next year or take ILCC Statistics, the TI-83 or TI-84 is recommended for that class. 

 Be aware that some college placement tests do not allow the use of calculators, so at times we will also 
practice skills without calculators. 

Paper & Writing Utensils 
 You should have an endless supply of paper for both notes and assignments. You should also bring at 

least one writing utensil to class with you each day. Especially in the graphing sections, you may find a 
highlighter or colored pencils useful to make your notes and work clearer. You will need to organize your 
notes and assignments, which you may do either in a folder or a notebook.  

Your Book 
 The here  Pearson Algebra 2 book will be used occasionally in class.  If you should need to take a book 

home overnight, please check one out in front of the room.  
 

About Your Grades 
 

Notes, Daily Work, & Class Participation 
 You are expected to take thorough notes regularly in class. If you are absent, you are responsible for 

copying any notes you missed from a classmate. 
 You will be given assignments almost everyday. We will go through some (but not necessarily all) of the 

problems in class after you have done them. On most assignments you will have the option of working in 
small groups, so long as you work productively.  This will typically be 5 – 10 points per week.  If you do not 
use your time efficiently, you may receive less than the total possible points. 

 You will receive periodic grades for class participation.  If you are present, participate as you are expected 
to do, and make a reasonable effort on your assignments, you will receive the full credit in this category.  

 Daily work/participation will count for about 25% of your overall grade. 

http://www.ti.com/calc/


Tests and Continuing Assignments & Special Projects 
 There will be tests in this class at least after every chapter, and possibly more frequently. Most tests will 

include a short review section covering previous material. Before each test the class will be given a list of 
topics to review. In general, EVEN IF YOU ARE GONE, you will still be expected to take the test as 
scheduled. Tests are generally worth between 25 and 50 points. Partial credit is available on most 
problems. Your grade will be figured as a percentage of a base score (usually the total possible or the 
highest score), to be determined by the teacher.  

 You might be given one or two continuing assignments and/or special projects to be done either in class or 
on your own time. Special grading methods will be announced for these when they are given, but they may 
be worth as much as a test. 

 Chapter tests and special projects are worth about 75% of your overall grade. 
 

Quarter Grades 
 Your quarter grade will be determined by adding your total points and comparing it to the total of the base 

scores (normally the total possible). The school-wide grading scale is A 93%+, B 85%+, C 77%+, D 70%+, 
and F 69%-.  

 

Semester Tests and Final Grades 
 At the end of each semester you will be given a review test over all you have learned that semester. The 

final semester grade is determined by averaging the first and second quarter grades, together with the final 
test—which is worth between 10% and 20% of your semester grade. Only the final semester grade shows 
on your transcript and determines your grade point average.  

 

Extra Credit 
 Extra credit opportunities may occasionally be available in this class. These will be posted by the pencil 

sharpener or announced in class.   
 Extra credit doesn't figure into your regular grade, but it can help you in the case of a borderline grade. If, 

for instance, you have 83% and you have done extra credit, it is possible you could get a B- instead of a 
C+. The more extra credit you do, the more likely it is to help you.  

 

Instructor Contact 
E-Mail: burrowd@bishopgarrigan.org  
Website:  http://www.davidmburrow.com/aat/  
 

Classroom Rules 
You are here primarily to learn math. I expect every student to behave in a way that allows you and the rest of 
the class to learn. To be specific you should: 
 Be in your seat and quiet before the bell rings.  
 Leave your cell phone in the container at the front. 
 Show respect during all prayers.  
 Not talk without permission while we are checking papers or while I am talking.  
 Keep things quiet when working in groups.  
 Leave the room only with permission and a pass.  
 Show courtesy and respect for others.  
 Obey the rules of the school. 

mailto:burrowd@bishopgarrigan.org
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